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Abstract— In Android  devices, Memory management has 

become a major concern as a result of it has vital impact on 

system performance and battery life. Additionally it's vital 

to with efficiency use and manages the interior and external 

memory house gift within the mobile software. Thus it is 

essential to create a facility that helps in reducing memory 

consumption. The projected Classic compression rule 

compress the RGB color exploitation lossless compression 

rule with the assistance of prophetical secret writing 

supported Color quantization for mechanical man Mobile 

Devices. Supported this it'll scale back the image size 

whereas achieving the most effective image quality with less 

knowledge loss. it'll show on output screen MSE, PSNR, 

and compression magnitude relation and compression time 

of compressed Image. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays  we  are  facing  the  increasing  use  of  images 

or video in many  parts  of  our  life.  3D  vision  systems,  

satellites, cameras, medical equipments. All of these 

equipments use or produce image or video for different 

purposes for using these images or videos, for competitive  

examination  we  need  to  upload the  compressed  image or 

video. we have  to  save  or  transmit  image or video,   

because  of  the limited  space in disk and channel 

bandwidth We almost always need image or video 

compression for decreasing the size of data  which  must  be  

transmit.  There are different methods of image compression 

depend on the criteria and conditions.  Some of these criteria  

are  compression  ratio,  compression  quality, compression 

time.  

 Image or video compression is minimizing the size 

in bytes of a graphics file without degrading the  quality  of  

the  image or video. The reduction in file size allows more 

images or video to be stored in a related amount of disk or 

memory space. It also consume the time required for images 

or videos which are sent over the Internet or downloaded 

from Websites.  This paper is disturbed with lossless or 

lossy compression using  the predictive  coding  use  for  

RGB color  images.  Predictive coding  is  a method  of 

compression  which is used for text and image 

compression.It  encodes  the  difference  between  the  

current  data estimation which is come from past  data  and 

actual current data to attain more efficient compression.  

 To  improve  the  compression efficiency  of  the  

predictive coding method,  a  new  estimation  method  is 

launch to give  higher  estimation accuracy. The new 

method decide the picture element color worth by the typical 

color values of the neighboring pixels, i.e. the adjacent 

pixels in the north, northwest, and west directions, with the 

same amount color. If all 3 neighboring pixels have 

completely different amount colors, the calculable worth is 

just up to the typical of the picture element color values of 

all 3 neighboring pixels. It will be shown later that by 

victimization the planned estimation theme the estimation 

errors may be reduced considerably resulting in An 

improvement of compression with PSNR, Compression 

Ration and Compression Time. Android supports three 

common image formats PNG, JPEG, GIF. pictures area unit 

hold on in American state card & internal memory. the 2 

commonest compressed graphic image formats area unit the 

JPEG format and the PNG format in android. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) In this paper, design a highly efficient image 

encryption-then-compression (ETC) system, where 

both lossless and lossy compression are considered. 

The proposed image encryption scheme operated in the 

prediction error domain is shown to be able to provide 

a reasonably high level of security and also 

demonstrate that an arithmetic coding-based approach 

can be exploited to efficiently compress the encrypted 

images.[1] 

2) This paper presents a new lossless color image 

compression algorithm, based on the hierarchical 

prediction and context-adaptive arithmetic coding. For 

the lossless compression of an RGB image, it is first 

de-correlated by a reversible color transform and then 

Y component is encoded by a conventional lossless 

grayscale image compression method.[2] 

3) Predictive coding is attractive for compression on 

board of spacecraft due to its low computational 

complexity, modest memory requirements, and the 

ability to accurately control quality on a pixel-by-pixel 

basis. Traditionally, predictive compression focused on 

the lossless and near-lossless modes of operation, 

where the maximum error can be bounded but the rate 

of the compressed image is variable.[3] 

4) This paper proposes a lossless to lossy compression 

scheme for hyper spectral images based on dual-tree 

Binary Embedded Zero tree Wavelet (BEZW) 

algorithm. The algorithm adapts Karhunen–Loève 

Transform and Discrete Wavelet Transform to achieve 

3-D integer reversible hybrid transform and de-

correlate spectral and spatial data.[4] 

5) An effective, low complexity method for lossy 

compression of scenic bi-level images, called lossy cut 

set coding, is proposed based on a Markov random 

field model. It operates by losslessly encoding pixels in 

a square grid of lines, which is a cut set with respect to 

a Markov random field model, and preserves key 

structural information.[5] 

6) In this paper, focus on optimization and enhancement 

of High Efficiency Video Coding with respect to 

professional applications. In most of the professional 

video applications, noise dominates the compression 

performance. We therefore theoretically and practically 

analyze the de-noising performance of an HEVC codec 

and show that, especially for low to medium 

quantization parameters.[6] 
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7) In propose a new method, called 3D Image Warping 

Based Depth Video Compression (IW-DVC), for fast 

and efficient compression of depth images captured by 

mobile RGB-D sensors.[7] 

8) In this paper, The objective and subjective evaluations 

revealed that the proposed compression framework 

achieved better perceptual quality compared to an 

existing technique where up to eight audio objects are 

considered. The subjective evaluations also confirmed 

that the proposed approach is able to achieve scalable 

transmission according to the bandwidth while 

preserving the perceptual quality of both the individual 

audio objects and the spatial audio scenes.[8] 

9) In that paper, The goal is to reduce memory 

requirements while increasing speed by avoiding 

decompression and space domain operations. In each 

case, an effort is made to implement the minimum 

number of JPEG basic operations. Techniques are 

presented for scaling, previewing, rotating, mirroring, 

cropping, recompressing, and segmenting JPEG-

compressed data.[9] 

10) Our goal in this paper is to provide a fast numerical 

implementation of the best wavelet packet algorithm in 

order to demonstrate that an advantage can be gained 

by constructing a basis adapted to a target image. 

Emphasis in this paper has been placed on developing 

algorithms that are computationally efficient. We 

developed a new fast two-dimensional (2-D) 

convolution-decimation algorithm with factorized non 

separable 2-D filters.[10] 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

A. Color Quantization: 

Color quantization is a process of dividing a color space of 

an image into regions. Each region can  be represented by a 

respective  color,  normally  the  centroid  of  the region. 

The process can be used to represent a color image by using 

a number of  colors which take fewer bits to represent. 

B. Color Histogram: 

Typically images are represented in the RGB color format, 

using a few of the most significant bits per color channel to 

discrete the space. Color histograms are mostly used for 

content-based  image  retrieval  because  of they  are  trivial  

to compute,  and  despite  their  simplicity,  exhibit attractive 

properties.  Since  color  histograms  do  not  related to  

spatial information   of a  given  color pixels ,  they  are 

largely invariant to the rotation and translation of objects in 

the image. 

C. Predictive Coding: 

Let,  the  output  from  the  color  quantization  it  will  give  

a centroid of the entire region. The predicted color value of 

each  pixel,    at  a  time one,  starting  from  the  left column 

to the right column and from the top row to the  bottom  

row,  based  on  the  quantized  colors  of  their adjacent 

pixels. 

D. Encoding Process: 

The Proposed encoding process of image compression 

consists of three main tasks: 

1) Color Quantization 

2) Predictive Coding 

3) Encoding process 

 In  color  quantization  the  number  of  regions  on  

given image  discussed  above  and  the  output  of  color 

quantization  task  returns  the  centroid  of  each  region.  In 

Predictive coding it will calculate the predicate color value 

of  each  pixel  based  on  the  quantized  color  of  adjacent 

pixel. In the last  task it encodes the residual error  with 

other parameter  as  number  of  centroid  and  the  value  of 

centroid. 

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 
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In proposed System architecture for Image Compression 

Algorithm  using  predictive  coding  based  on  Color 

Quantization  for  Android  Mobile  Devices it can run 

Android application on any mobile device wherever the 

Android operational system is gift. Its takes a Input as 

pictures for application it'll take pictures from Gallery of 

Mobile Phones, Image captured from Camera and pictures 

downloaded from WAP or net. Either choose single image 

or multiple pictures for Image compression, for Single 

Image it can show the file size of the Image i.e original 

image keep in mobile device, and Extension or kind of the 

image for ex. .jpeg or .png. Our objective is to boost the 

reduction of memory consumption in golem mobile devices 

with compression rule victimisation prophetical writing 

supported Color division technique. it'll take original image 

and it stores all the RGB values of pictures into a Matrix 

then Color division is performed wherever the image is 

divided into variety of regions and RGB color values ar 

known. This RGB color values ar keep in matrix format 

referred to as color bar graph matrix according to their RGB 

color axis of intensity values. From this bar graph Matrix a 

center of mass for every region is computed. once Color 

division, prophetical writing is employed to search out the 

predicate worth for every color, this predicate worth is 

calculated in step with the situation of this pixels worth. The 

foreseen color worth of every picture element, one at a time, 

ranging from the left column to the right column and from 

the high row to the bottom row, based mostly on the 

quantity colours of their adjacent pixels. The residual error 

of every picture element is computed that is that the the 

longest distance between any try of color points of the given 

image while not color division. The last task encodes the 

residual errors as well as some parameters, such as the 

amount of centroids and also the values of the centroids. 

once secret writing we tend to get compressed image as 

associate degree output. The results shown by this 

application is within the type of MSE, PNSR Ration, 

Compression quantitative relation and Compression time. 

A. Computational Complexity: 

 Compression ratio and saving percentage= 

 O(M)/O(N)=O(S) 

 O(S)/2=+O(S) 

 M= Before compression 

 N= After compression 

 S= Final compressed size 

V. FUTURE SCOPE 

Application of shape image compression is additionally 

extended to the field of mobile communications. The 

simplicity and regularity of the tactic makes it appropriate to 

be enforced on programmable logic devices, an excellent 

improvement on the encoding/ decoding time will be 

achieved with the use of real Digital Signal Processor. this 

kind of compression are often applied in Medical Imaging, 

wherever doctors would like to focus on image details, and 

in police work Systems, once making an attempt to urge a 

transparent image of the interloper. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We projected robot classic Image Compression Application. 

In projected system initial scan the RGB color image to urge 

all the color values of Image and it get hold on in color 

matrix then calculate center of mass of the region 

victimization color division method. we have a tendency to 

then calculate residual error of the neighboring pixels values 

victimization prognostic writing technique. we have a 

tendency to used the center of mass of the every regions and 

residual error values for secret writing, secret writing 

method is done victimization Huffman writing to get bits of 

stream for image pixels values as compressed image. we 

have a tendency to tested associate degree application on 

totally different set of pictures. 

 The application is conjointly economical since it 

works to cut back the memory consumption for robot mobile 

devices. By victimization this Classic Image Compression 

Application, a compressed image is displayed on mobile 

screen, obtained an honest quality image with minimum 

information loss. It takes minimum information measure to 

transfer image on the network. we have a tendency to 

conclude that, this application offers sensible results with 

high compression magnitude relation, less compression time 

and maintain sensible qualityof image than different existing 

compression Application. 
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